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Come the Respondents, by and through counsel, and for their Response to the 
Supplemental Information Submitted by Complainant, state as follows: 

Complainant's supplemental information contains no new allegations, much less any 
evidence of a violation of the campaign laws; rather, it is merely a recitation - a copious, zealous 
recitation - of his opinions on supposed inaccuracies within the film. This exhausting catalog of 
Complainant's subjective criticisms does not transform the film or its promotional materials into 
express electoral advocacy, or disqualify Respondents from the press exemption to the definition 
of "independent expenditure", or disqualify Respondents from the "bona fide commercial 
activity" exemption from that definition. Complainant has provided no evidence that the film or 
its promotional materials constitute an independent expenditure, and has provided no response to 
Respondents' assertions that their activity qualifies for the press exemption to the definition of 
independent expenditure and constitutes bona fide commercial activity. The Commission should 
find no reason to believe that a violation has occurred. 

Complainant has spent years hounding this filmmaker in an attempt to discredit this 
documentary, its assertions arid conclusions. Since June 2012 he has repeatedly emailed him and 
called his home phone number seeking (as a "freelance" journalist) an interview for an article to 
coincide with his own book release. He has written extensive blog posts criticizing both the 
filmmaker and his films (see attached blog posts, e.g., Barackryphal - "Joel Gilbert Really Is 
Lying To You"; .Barackryphal - "Fever Dreams From My Real Father #1 -The Nude Photos 
Debunked", Barackryphal - "Fever Dreams From My Real Father #7 - Gilbert's 
Mockumentaries"). He has declared victory (in his view having discrediting the film's assertions 
and credibility); nevertheless, he continues his crusade by now seeking to have the filmmaker 
criminally sanctioned for violations of the campaign laws. 

Complainant alleges that "the specific intent of the film was to advocate for the defeat of 
Barack Obama in that election" (Complaint, ^126), and argues that the film was "....unmistakably 
662288S 



advocating the defeat of then-candidate Barack Obama " (Complaint, 1134); however, he cites 
to no language mentioning an election, the date of an election, an appeal for a vote or otherwise 
bearing any indicia of express advocacy. 

As is the case with the original Complaint, the supplemental information provided by 
Complainant .does not cite to any evidence to the effect that Respondent is not. a press or media 
entity. As is the case with the original Complaint, it does not cite to any evidence that 
Respondent is owned or controlled by a political party, political committee, or candidate. As is 
the case with the original Complaint, it does not cite to any evidence that Respondent is not 
acting in its "legitimate press function" in distributing the film. The supplementary information 
does not dispute Mr. Gilbert's sworn Affidavit that the film and promotional material do not 
contain, or amount to, express advocacy language. Neither the Complaint nor the supplemental 
information so much as attempt to identify any such language. 

Rather than attempt to prove that the film is itself express advocacy, the Complaint 
attempts to prove as true Complainant's opinions of the accuracy of the film. The Complaint 
seeks only to place the Commission in the role as arbiter of the truth or accuracy of the claims 
made in the film - a role for qhich FEC is constitutionally and otherwise unsuited. 

It is not the role of the FEC to judge the truth or accuracy of the assertions in the film. 
See, e.g., U.S. v. Alvarez. 132 S. Ct. 2537, 2550 (2012): "The remedy for speech that is false is 
speech that is true. This is the ordinary course in a free society." "The theory of our 
Constitution is 'that the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the 
competition of the market,' The First Amendment itself ensures the right to respond to speech we 
do not like, and for good reason." Id., citing Abrams v. United States, 250 U. S. 616, 630 (1919) 
(Holmes, J., dissenting). Complainant has vigorously exercised that right on his own, without 
the need for the Commission to assume that role. 

Notwithstanding Complainant's years-long hounding of Respondents over the content of 
the film, the film is a documentary. It and its promotional materials are not independent 
expenditures, and qualify for the press and bona fide commercial activity exemptions to the 
definition of independent expenditure. The disclosure, disclaimer and reporting requirements 
applicable to independent expenditures do not therefore apply. 

Conclusion 

The allegations of .the Complaint and the supplemental information, to the extent they 
even contain an allegation that the filni or promotional materials are express advocacy and thus 
independent expenditures, do not form the basis for a reason to believe that a violation of FECA 
has occurred. The film and promotional materials did not contain express advocacy in support of 
or in opposition to a candidate. Respondents and the communications qualify for the press 
exemption and constitute bona fide commercial activity exempt from FECA regulation. 
Accordingly, there is and was no violation of FECA. Respondents respectfully request that for 
these reasons and the reasons set forth in the original response to the Complaint the FEC find no 
reason to believe that a violation has occurred, dismiss the Complaint, and close the MUR. 



Respectfully submitted this 20"* day 
of June, 2014. 

radlSy A. Smitli ' / | 
D. Eric Lycan 
Steptoe & Johnson PLLC 
One Paragon Centre 
2525 Harrodsburg Road, Suite 300 
Lexington, KY 40504 
(iS39) 255-7080 
Brad.smith@stCDloc-iolins6n.com 
IZric.lvcah@.stcpt6c-iohhson.com 

Counsel for Respondents Joel Gilbert, 
DFMRF, LLC and Highway 61 
Entertainment, LLC 
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.loel Gilbert Really Is Lying To You 
(Title and graphic inspired, hy Joei 
(liiheri) 
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At the end of my Insi posi, 1 mentioned 
that 1 had two developments in my 
research on Joel Gilbert that came too 
late to be included in my initial series on 
him and his movie, and so I would he 
following up with those two. This is the 
first of those developments. 

In Part 5 of my series, "Joel Gilbert's Phniiium !?.videiK'e", I discussed a number of claims 
that don't actually appear in Oreom.s From My Keal Father, but which Joel Gilbert has 
taken to repeating in inteiviews. 

For instance, on October 4, Gilbert told his inteiviewer that Ann Dunham and Frank 
Maishall Davis were intimate, and he said the following to support his claim (at about 
the 30:14 mark): 

Gilbert: "We do have photos of them together in various compromising 
positions, we did cover things up to be respectful." 

Now if you've watched Dreams From My Real Father, you know that the movie contains 
precisely ZERO photos of Ami and Frank "together". Not in compromising positions, or 
even in casual situations. There are no photos whatsoever of the two of them even 
sharing a frame. And he hasn't released such photos anywhere else. Gilbert is clearly not 
referring to photos he has secreted away; his qualifier about "cover[ingJ things up to be 
respectful" makes no sense if the photos arc just sitting on his hard drive. 

No, Gilbert is telling his radio audience that he has pictures of Ann Dunham and Frank 
Marshall Davis "together in various compromising positions," and he wants them to 
believe that such photos are in his movie. But they're not. He knows they're nut. He's 
lying. 

But that's not the biggest lie that Gilbert has invented for interviews and the radio. Here 
is how WK1V.S .Jerome Corsi de.scribos Joel Gilbert's Hawaiiim 'inve.siigation': 

Before releasing a small sample of the pin-up photographs he claims shows a nude 
Ann Dunham posing for Davis, Gilbert undeitonk extensive research. 

He traveled to Hawaii to inspect and photograph the Honolulu address that the 
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FBI flic documents as Davis' lesidence beginning in 1956... 

"Tbe Davis house Is an English '.rudor aichilectufaVstyle dwelling, very 
uncommon for the Hawaii islands," GilbeH told WNT). "There are no similar 
houses in the neighborhood or anywhere else that I visited in Hawaii." 

The current owner of the house gave Gilbert permission to enter, photograph and 
document the house. "The flooring in the photos of Ann stands out, as at first 
glance it appears to be expensive wood flooring," he said. "However, once inside 
tlie house and peeling away a corner covered with layers of linoleum, I realized 
that it was a simple piece of plywood that had been varnished." 

Gilbert found one complete original piece of plywood in a shed behind the house 
that was an exact match to the flooring in the setting where the "Ann Dunham and 
friends" pin-up photographs were taken. 

Noteworthy also were the windows appearing in the pin-up photos.. "The windows 
in the living room of Frank's house wei-e tall and narrow - a design unique to 
English Tudor style houses," he noted. 

"The windows at 2994 Kalihi Street appear to match the tall, narrow windows 
with their bottom sill low to the floorboards seen in the pin-up photos." 

Gilbert took measurements of the windows and the floor at various angles, as well 
as video footage and still photographs of the living room. 

Also, here is Ciliifri on Aie.x Jonirs: 

"1 actually went to the house in Hawaii...and we took the measurements and found 
that that \yas the house, and the photos are traced to Davis." 

And I'm not about to list all the numerous times Gilbert has repeated this in his nine 

appeai ances on Peter Boyles' show, l.islcii for yoursolf if you're interested. 

I pointed out before that although Gilbert keeps discussing these supposed findings of 

his, he has yet to actually show any of these photos or videos of the house. Wliat I 

learned this Monday was WHY. 

On Monday, October .1,1 finally got the chance to speak with the owner of 2994 ICalilii 

Street. He'd been wondering when or if anyone would reach out to him about Gilbert's 

movie. We spoke for over 45 minutes, and during tliat time, he told me just how 

di.shonest Gilbert's account has been. 

It turns out that Gilbert originally contacted the owner (who I'll call "Jack") in the latter 

months of 20.11, claiming to be with the Histoiy Channel. He said that he was working on 

a program about the poelry of Frank Marshall Davis, and wanted permission to visit 

Davis' house as part of his research. 

It wasn't until March or April of 2012 that Gilbert finally asked to schedule a visit. By 

this point. Jack, who knew a little about the conspiracy theories circulating about Davis 

and his house, was suspicious of Gilbert. But he allowed him to come to the hoiuse, and 

even allowed him to come in to take photos. Jack had a hunch he knew what Gilbert was 

going to be looking for, and he thought that by letting him see the interior for himself, 

that Gilbci't would see and understand that the nude pictures were upt taken inside the 

house at. 2994 Kalihi. 

.lack's suspicions about Gilbert were confirmed when Gilbert whipped out a measuring 

tape. Gilbert had not previously asked to do any measuring, and Jack naturally 

recognized that the dimensions of his rooms would be utterly irrelevant to a History 
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Channel dociimentaiy aboiil Davis' poetry. 

A.S Jack explained to me, what's the ti-uth about the floors in his house? The t.nith is that 
they don't match the floors in the nude photos. The windows? They don't match the 
windows in the nude photos. The room seen in the published photos is plainly not a room 
inside the house at 2994 Kalihi Street. 

Tims, it took Jack quite by surprise when a friend contacted him after Gilbert began 
promoting his movie, to let Jack know what was being said about his house. What he 
found surprised him. Whereas he had thought that by letting Gilbert inside the house 
that it would make Gilbert realize that his theoiy was wrong, Gilbert had instead gone a 
different l oute; he had simply decided to lie about what he found in Jack's house. Me lied 
about the floors. He lied about the windows. He lied about finding the. room from the 
photos. And that wasn't all: Gilbert's claim to have found "a complete original piece of 
plywood" in a shed that matched the flooring in the photos? That didn't happen at all, 
says Jack. 

What's more, Jack was later contacted by Jerome Corsi himself, and Jack told him as 
well how his house bore no resemblance to the room seen in the photos. And displaying a 
complete disregard for journalistic integrity, Corsi simply ignored what Jack told him, 
and instead has reported Gilbert's stoiy as the truth. 

Now I'm sure some people will read this post and respond with "Wliy doesn't Jack show 
pictures provincj his house doesn't match the photos?" Several reasons: 

1) If I were to post pictures of llie inside of Jack's house, there would be no way for me to 
prove to readers that it actually was the inside of "Jack's* house. It could just as easily be 
the interior of some other house. Such an objection would certainly be inevitable fram 
people who want to believe Gilbert; if they don't trust my account of Jack, they're not 
going to trust the pictures either. 
2j Even if it were conceded that the photos did indeed depict the house at 2994 Kalihi, 
the next inevitable objection would be that he and I had simply omitted pictures of some 
part of the liouse. A particular room, or even just a particular angle of a room. So once 
again, people would find a reason to conclude the pictures were unsatisfactory. 
3) Apart from the issue of whether such pictures would actually persuade Gilbert's 
faithful, Jack is simply not interested in sacrificing his privacy to the extent of posting 
extensive pictures of the interior of his home on the internet. Certainly not in an effort to 
satisfy the doubts of some conspiracy theorists. Remember, any such photos are 
automatically tied to his street address; ask yourself if you would publish a bunch of 
photos of the inside of your house, tagged with yow street address. 
4) Finally it's not Jack's burden to prove that it's not his house in the nude photos. Nor is 
it mine. Joel Gilbert is the one who has claimed, again and again and again, that he 
found proof that the rooms match. That he took pictures and video showing that they 
match. And yet he put NOME of th:rt in his movie, and he's produced NONE of that to 
the public, even though it's been si.x months since he visited Jack's house, and even 
though he continues to tout his 'investigation' in intei-views. 

(Notice, too, that I couldn't care less about Gilbert's claims about "measurements." 
Numbers that Gilbert himself wrote on paper isn't proof that those numbers are 
reflective of the inside of Jack's house, or that they're accurate estimates of vvhat's seen in 
the published photos; remember, I've established that Gilbert knowingly lies to his 
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audience. Al.so, I think the photos only show a total of two walls in the room, s,6 any 
comparison of measurements would be speculative at best.) 

Joel says he has the photos and video to prove his claims, so it falls to him to produce 
those photos and/or video to back those claims up. It's not Jack's job to sacrifice his 
privacy to prove Joel wromj. Joel already lied to Jack about why he wanted to.comc into 
the house in the first place, and he already lied to the world at large about what he found 
there. 

And that's why you're never going to see those photos or video of 2994 Kalihi Street from 
Joel Gilbert. Not in his movies, not in his ads, not on his website, and not in WND 
articles that Jerome Corsi writes about him. He'll talk about them on the radio, where he 
can't be asked to show anything. But to show any actual photos he took would only prove 
what a liar he is. 

Joel Gilbert. He lies to his research subjects about who he works for. He lies about what 
he's researching and why. And he lies about his findings to his audience. 

rOSTKD l!Y I.ORFN AT 8:16 AM 

7 COiVIM 1-NTS: 

• 

• 

KatC520 Oilober?, 20ia at 8:rj2 AM 

Wow. Just, wow. 

Reply 

g.sgs October 7, 2012 at 1:06 I'M 

did Corsi contact Jack before or after the Alex Jones show ? 
1 remember how disappointed Gilbert was in that show, that Corsi didn't 
support his theory. Now, apparently Corsi didn't want to expose Gilbert 
by writing about the Jack intei-view either. Maybe that's a technic that he fears 
himself and doesn't wish to equalminded people. 

:) Jack could confirm the pics. Or you could make a video, showing Hawaii,the 
street, 
how you enter the house etc. without cut in pne piece. 
2.) hard to miss a window - you can picture the house from outside 
3.) some notary could confirm that the windows/floors don't match, no pictures 
needed 
4.) why are you doing all this then 

OK, Gilbert wasn't very credible in the first place. The investigation showed bias 
and 
no eagerness to resolve/demonstrate details (which could have been done). 
But he got "much" popularity about this meanwhile, so it's worth the debunking 
effort. 

Reply 

Kathcrinu Octotierg, 2012 ;.it 9:56 I'M. 
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• 

• 

'nraiik yoii forspending the time to disprove these (utterly risible) claims. I-and 
every other rational person-owe you a tahnk you for providing us with a link to 
where we can direct the random numbnuts in our lives who ascribe to the 
Gilbert insanity. 

However, I gotta say, .1 agree with gsgs .(above) SOME sort.of visual/physical 
proof would help your cause-as witnessed through the veiy mediums that 
engage them, these people are veiy reliant on what they can see (not what they 
can READ hah) and though, yes, they might just claim fraud for the pics (of the 
home) like they did w/the birth certificates, but I bet you'd shut a few of them 
up, and maybe even change their minds. 

Just don't expect to [change their minds] when you expect them to read anything 
more than a caption... 

Best of luck to you and thank you again. 

Katherine Parrick 

Reply 

T ruthMakcsPcacc October 1.3, 110.12 at 8:.i8 PM 

I am not a supporter of Obama and would love it if Ann Dunham and the Model 
were the same lady. But there is nothing in the furniture that indicates it is in 
ITawaii, such us a palm or coconut. The model does not have a significant sun 
tan, only slight, unusual for Hawaii. Ann has a Jay Iieno chin and a nose like 
Margaret Hamilton (Witch of Oz). The model looks more like Joan Collins. See 
facial analysis at http://ObamaTi-uth.us/mother/AunWitch_ModelJoan.Jpg 

Reply 

^ £ fd6i5ai2c-dce8-:iica-a;}ci-t)Ooljcdcb8si73 June 24,-20.13 at 12:17 PM 

Frank is his father, he looks more and more like him everyday. And he loolts just 
like Mark Davis. DNA test would be the only real "debunking." 

Keidy 

' Replic.s 

Chuck Maglaiighliii .December -^r,. 2013 at. 9:53 AM 

Exactly!!! Don't throw the baby out with the bath water! But, throw in 
the fact that Obaina had a nose job in 2008 for no apparent reason, 
other than to look less like his real father...Frank Marshall Davis, who 
WAS a communist organizer and porno photog, which was the REAL 
reason of the cover-up by the Obama scums. He WAS born in Seattle. 
The birth facts were phoned over to Hawaii, and the cover-up with the 
phony father from Kenya began. Disprove THIS or STFU! 

Reply 

'rum 'Tapp Jiimiarv 13. 21114 al. 4:39 AM 

Stanley armour Dunliam" is the real daddy and corsi knows it as done sheriff joe. 
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l^ever Dreams From My Real Father #i: The Nude Photos 
Debunked 
At tire center oi' Gilbert's theoiy that Frank Marshall Davis is Obaina's father is a series of 
nude and fetish photographs. They were the focus of his .second proinotionni video lor 
the DVD. TTtey're featured prominently on his website, and he consistently references 
them in radio interviews. Radio host Peter Boyles has called them the "Rosetta Stone" 
that will unlock Obama's secret past, and Alex Jones declared "It's hen in these photos." 

The "her" to which Jones refere is Obama's mother Ann Dunham, who Gilbert claims is 
the woman depicted in these photos. Three of the photos were originally posted on the 
website of Tin; AsUilc Uloggcr.s in October 2008, where it was claimed that they had been 
forwarded by a reader. Even though one photo plainly bore a watermark of "free-vintnge-
porn.com", some people were convinced that the photos were of Ann Dunham. Over 
time, the claim evolved so that it was Frank Marshall Davis who was said to have taken 
the photos as well (perhaps an unsurprising development, as The Astute Bloggers 
website was also responsible for starling the rumor that Frank was Obaina's father). 

Here's what the narrator of 
Dreams From My Real 
Father has to say on the 
matter: 

"At some point, she agreed 
to pose. These photos 
were taken a few weeks 
before Christinas i960, 
when Mom was about five 
weeks pregnant with me. 
There's no mistaking: this 
is MY mama." 

Gilbert has further elaborated 
on the photos outside the fdm 
itself. In his websilc Q&A: 

I also obtained seven indecent photos of Ann Dunham, Obama's mother, taken at 
Frank Marshall Davis' house, suggesting an intimate connection between Dunham 
and Davis... 

What new revelations arc in Dreams from My Real Father? 
First, T make the case that Barack Obama's real falher was Conmumist Frank 
Marshall Davis. Ne.x:t, the relationship between Davis and Obama's mother, Ann 
Dunham, is illustrated with seven indecent photographs of Dunham, some 
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inclttditig other women, taken at F't atik Marshall Davis' house in Honolulu. 

On the 'Urtitkiiig Ni;\vs' portion of his wchsilc; 

Racy photos of Barack Obama's mother, Ann Dunham, have recently .surfaced in 
vintage fetish and bondage magazines. 'Ibe photos, taken at Frank Marshall Davis' 
house in Honolulu, appeared in Bizarre bile, Fjcotique, Secret Pleasures, and 
Battling Babes. 

And ill ininrviitws: 

But if you look at the many, many photos of Ann Dunham and the naked girl in 
the pictures -- especially you can see her teeth; she has some recessed teeth on the 
leit side -- it's very obviously Ann Dunham. 

Most people didn't take the photo claim vety seriously, because the woman in the 

pictures doesn't really look till that much like Ann Dunham. Sure, she bears a passing 

resemblance, in the same sense that as a bespectacled young white guy, I bear a passing 

resemblance to Daniel lladcliffe. l-rankly, the woman in the photos looks a lot more like 

.)o:m Colliiis than Ann Dunham. 

Since their original appearance in 2008, some have attempted to debunk the photos by 

identifying the model. This has proven fruitless, and unsurprisingly .so; many mid-

centuiy nude and fetish models were nameless faces, anonymous to the world at large. 

To his credit, Gilbert did 

somehow locate additional 

photos i:)f the mystery woman 

he claims is Ann. And as 

noted above, he named 

several magazines where be 

claims they appeared. Both 

on his website and in 

Dreams, he shows the covers 

of six specific issues, and the 

website (on the right) flatly 

states "Frttnk Marshall Dtivis' 

photos of Ann Dunham 

appear in these vintage men's 

magazines." The magazines 

Gilbert shows are: 

Exotiquc #2 

Exotique #4 

E.xotique #6 

Exotique #14 
Secret Pleasures 

Battling Babes 

Bizarre Life #9 

The last three magazines were published in 1958, .1957, and 1969, respectively. FAOtiqiie 

was published between 1955 and 1959. 

Curiously, though, the pictures Gilbert shows appear in NONli of the is.sues he identifies. 
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1 consulted with the owner of a fansite for these magazines, who checked and confirmed 
that Gilbert's photos arc nowhere to be seen in these issues. I personally reviewed copies 
of Kwiique •;.i«|, Baltliiig Hiihc.s and I'leamires, and they included NO pictures of 
the mystery model. 

What Secret Pleasures DID feature, on page 26, was this photo; 

roi.i owi Rf. 

.a[3H!nflTthgn^) i£* 
with Google Friend Connect 

Members (18) 
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8 
Who is the woman? I have no idea. But look at the chair she's seated on. At the pillow in 
the chair. At the window behind her. At the record player to her right, and the records 
peeking out below her leg. At the cabinet behind her, and at the floor beneath her. Look 
familiar? 

Oieami From My Real Failiri: Tlic Mmiilc Ann Oui 

-• 0 • 

That's right, it's the exact same setting as the 'Ann' photos. Published in a 1958 men's 
magazine. And it's not the only one. From A'.vo/it/iir? .'/af,, pages 7 and 40, respectively: 

Again, does that setting look familiar? Same couch, same floor, same picture on the wall. 
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even the same random pillow arrangement on top of the couch as seen in other pliolos iti 
CiilbcTi's vicliiDs. The woman is even wearing the same spiked-ball earrings as Gilbert's 
'Ann'. Who is she? 1 don't know, but she looks iiti awful lot like the woman who appears 
with Gilbert's 'Ann' in several photos in his movie. 

Now granted, these photos alone don't prove that the mystery model couldn't be Ann. 
Perhaps Davis took these in 1958. and he didn't change the arrangement of his room for 
two years. That's odd, and hardly the most compelling explanation, but it's not 
impossible, (liven though Gilbert himself would likely concede that these are from the 
same photoshooi.) 

Unfurtunately for Gilbert, that's not all. Further up this post, there's a screenshot of 
Gilbei-t's own wcb.site, with a video still that shows the woman he claims is 'Ann' sitting 
on a couch, pulling a black opera glove onto her left arm. That image appears in Gilbert's 
Druains and in his promotional videos as well, but he's never released a full-size copy of 
that photo. 

T found one, however: 

This picture appeared in Exotique #23, on page 22. In loaS. When Ann Dunham was 
only 15 years old. Two years before Ann Dunham even iiiouerf to Hawaii. 

It can also be found reprinted in volume 2 of the .H-viiluim: l"..xolif|iic hardcover 
ctillciTimi. 

We may never know who the mystery model is. But the Dunham family didn't move to 
Hawaii until the summer of i960. Unless Ann Dunham had access to a time machine in 
the 1960s, it simply cannol be her-

Moreover, Joel Gilbert knows thi.s. He found that opera glove photo; it was not 
drculaling the web us an 'Ann' photo prior to his videos. Me knows it came from 
Exntiquc, a magazine that ceased publication in 19.59. WN.I): "Gilbert found that 
several of the photos in the collection appeared in a magazine called Exotique, published 
by pin-up photographer Uonard Burlman, who worked in NewVork City." 
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Thus he knows this picture was published two years before Ann first stepped foot in 
Hawaii, years before she could have met Frank Marshall Davis. And yet he explicitly 
claims, multiple times, that the photo was TAICEN at Christmastime i960. This is not a 
lie of ignorance or mistake; it is a lie of pure, fully-informed malice. 

And that's the BEST-case scenario for Gilbert. Gilbert knows that Ann was born in 1942, 
and he knows he found these pictures in 1958 magazines. If Gilbert truly believes that 
these ARE somehow pictures of a 15-year-old Ann, then he's been distributing hundreds 
of thousands of DWDs featuring nude and erotic pictures of someone he believes to be 
an underage girl. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Gilbert has thus far refused to disclose the actual sources of the 
erotic photos he put in his videos. He identified six issues, none of which checked out, 

2 and five of which contradict his i960 date anyway. As shown above, to disclose the true 
g issues would be to destroy his own claim that the photos are of Ann, and to' let his 
0 audience know that he's lying to them. And so he refuses to cite his sources, even when 
4 they're just magazine issue numbers. 
4 

So there you have it. The people who've said 'Frank Davis took naked pictures of Stanley 
Ann Dunham in December of i960' arc provably wrong. The woman they claim, is Ann 
was having her photographs from this very shoot published at least as early as 1958. 
Wlien Ann was a 15-year-old in Washington, years before .she ever .stepped foot on 
Hawaii or could have conceivably even met Frank Marshall Davis. Joel Gilbert has 
unnecessarily obscured the actual publication dates of the pictures he found, because he 
knows those simple facts will prove to eveiyone that he's lying ahout them heing taken in 
i960, and lying about Frank Marshall Davis taking them of Ann, and lying about them 
being evidence of an intimate relationship between Frank and Ann. 

As I wrote in my first post in this series, "I can't promise that I'll convince everyone that 
Joel Gilbert is a chai latan and his film is a joke, but I think by this time next week, 
anyone who continues to trust Gilbert has some depressingly low standards for what 
they'll believe." I'm sure some people will still prefer to believe in him and his photos, and 
nothing will convince them Othemise. 'I'o them, I can only say this: jiist as Joel Gilbert 
has known for months, you now know that his photos were being published in 1958. 
Possibly even earlier. So if you still want to believe that the woman in those photos is 
Ann Dunham, that means you also have to believe that the woman in those photos is no 
more than 15 years old. Keep that in mind as you talk about them, and post them online, 
and save them on your computer. I know you're not doing anything illegal or morally 
disgusting (because it's not Ann), but what are you telling yourselves? 

Finally, even though I've reached #J in this series and I think I've solidly proven my case, 
I had two more research developments on Monday that I'll be typing up in the next few 
days. So be sure to keep an eye out for those to come. 

I'fiSi'f!) IJV ibuCtJ Al 7:00 AM 

in C(i\i .\ji:N'r.S: 
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Kevin Dsiviilson OrlDbof 2, 2012 til 8:48 I'M 

Perhaps the best piece of anti-Birtlier investifrative repot ting ever! 

i<c:|)iy 

liii.sypoorcliid.coiii Oclohcr 5. 2()i2 at 8:05 AM 

woitldtTt "proving" that Frank Marshall Davis was Obama's real dad undermine 
the whole "he was born in Kenya" story? 

why wotild they do this? 

Reply 

: 
inaiulihlc Ocioher 5, 2012 at PM 

J liked this post so much I ordered your book from ama/on.ca. I am in avye. 

Reply ; 

i 

liiurii Odoher t;5, 2012 ;tl :t 1:24 .PM ' 

If you are going to post false hoods, you should be aware that people reading this 
also have access to other photos showing the two women, Anne Dunham and the 
other one in your article posing together. Nice tiy, not really. 

Reply ; 

! 
holclciiglc Oetohei.- tS. 2012 ai :p48 PM I 

T wrote Joel Gilbert today and he wto.tc back explaining clcbunkcrs such its this \ 
one have it all wrong as far as the dates of magazines and Obama's mother j 
appearing in them. He says he has the originals of those magazines. Fqually 
impoitant, he claims that the covers shown in the movie are not the covers of > 
the issues Anne appeared in. The covers were chosen for their interesting poses ; 
or if someone dressed or looked like Anne but they were not those issues where | 
she bared all. ; 

So the "evidence" provided in this article is just hearsay. You use random 
magazine covers as evidence Anne was not in those issues. He says the covers i 
mean nothing, she is indeed in the issues he says they are. 

The writer of this piece has not used first hand information in coming to his 
conclusions. He used Gilbert's movie and website as his evidence. And Gilbert 
told me that neither the movie or the website showed the actual covers of the j 
issues Anne was in. So who am I going to believe? I believe the person who says 
he has the original issues over someone who seems to be trying to trip him up 
based on nothing that can be substantiated. No debunking here folks, just move 
along. 

Reply 

'• Rcpli(:.s 

• 
GraiglTS Ociober 21, 2012 al 1.2:07 .AM 

So, Boldeagle... in light of Loren's video, going through the indivdual 
issues themselves page by page... what do you think of Joel Gilbert's 
explanation now? I think we've gotten a little bit beyond heresay. 
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don't you? 

Reply 

• 

• 

• 

KtileoUiialolia Octoher ii), ttoia ill 3:49 I'M 

Biavr)! As the ACfUAL son of Frank Matshali Davis, I shall definitely reference 
this analysis in my column regarding the disinformation campaign at 
hltp://kaleokualpha2878577.newsvihe 

Reply 

Aaron October 20, 20t2 at i.t:3P I'M 

Thank you so much for doing tliis research. I am sicltover the propaganda, and 
idiots who actually buy into it 

Reply 

Dulcinn Garciu December 10, 20.12 at 7:51 AM 

You booking really very very horny, preetty iii picture. Amazing boobs. I've 
enjoyed a lot.I like this post very...very...much....thanks for sharing it I'his is 
special. F.sc.iiris Doha or may be one'.in lisciirt Madrid , 

Reply 

Sacerl Zia .lanuary 8, 2013 at 3:.i5 PM 

Latest Hot Entertainment News, Latest updata about Hollywood, hollywood, 
Pakistani Girls 
hotenlBrtainnews.hlogspol.com 

Reply 

Saec.d/ia l-'ebruaiy 2. 2013 at tO: i6PM 

Jobs at your Home, Internet Online Jobs like data entry, copy pasting, Form 
Filling, Facebook Sharing Jobs, Clicking Jobs, Web Surfing, Google Jobs and 
Much More Earning Systems Online 
www.johKcoriier.con 1 

Reply 

Dr. Roil L^ollaiid May 2;-,. 2013:11: 12:28 PM 

Since you use Plaster of Paris for flour, is it any wonder that everything you bake 
is as hard as bricks and unfit for human cxinsumption? 

Given your penchant to interpret EVERYTHING literally, what I wrote is 
allegorical and the objects mentioned are metaphors. 

But, I'm sure you can find someone who can interpret them for yoii. 

One final thought: Research is not regurgitation. 
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Reply 

• 

0 

selnvaijcrjl .T.'itiuiiiy if,. •:!0)4 al la.g? AM 

This mmmeiil has iKcn rcnwrcd Ity llicnnilior. 

liaply 

•sdiAViiHi'ijt .iattuaiy 15. 20.14 fit AM 

If Joel Gilbert is out to luncii, why doesn't. Obaina submit to a paternity test (one 
with a rook solid chain of custody and multiple, independent labs confirming the 
results) and put all the critics to rest. That would also confirm whether or.not the 
Kenyan Barack Obama Sr. is his father. If Obama Sr. is NOT his real father then 
Obania's been telling a whole lot of lies. Regardless of how unscientific Gilbert is 
ill his research, he may be on to something with Frank Marshall Davis. With so 
many lies coming out of this Administration, I don't know what to believe and 
frankly, that, makes the Adniinistration look worse than Gilbert. Since we really 
don't know who Obama is, why don't we DNAtest him? 

We "should" know who we elected. We "should" know what his academic 
credentials are. We ".should" be able to trust what our President tells us, but he 
has no credibility anymore. He's been caught in too many lies and there is too 
much smoke surrounding him from all the scandals. 

Personally, I don't think Obama should be President. If he can't be straight with 
us about who he is, and can't produce anything other than forged documents to 
esiablish his credibility (as proven by Arpaio's posse which includes forensics 
experts), he shouldn't be President. He never would have been re-elected had he 
not; 1) lied about Obamac«ue, 2) lied about Benghazi, 3) lied about Fast and 
Furious, 4) targeted Conservative groups with the IRS, ,15) used the Census Dept 
to inflate the numbers of employed to improve his unemployment statistics, 6) 
prosecuted States who were seeking to implement Voter ID Laws, 7) engaged in 
massive election fraud. 

Do you find it odd that the Dept Of injustice never bothered to actively pursue 
all the reported cases of election fraud? Are you surprised that they determined 
that there was no wi-ongdoing by the IRS in.the IRS scandal. Go figure! 

Reply 

0 mc.smcr;}66 February 2, 2(.)i4 al fiUnS PM 

Hot blog 11 bet you will like also adult games. 
Check pinkante blog for best quality games I 

I'iiikiiiite Gaiiic.s 

.Reply 
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BARACKRYPHAL 
A SKEPTICS GIJIOK ID OIWIHEP.ISM 

SiMUrtl>-\V. StPIUMIIKR 29. 7.0 12 

Fever .Dreams From My Real Father #7: Gilbert's 
"Mockumentaries" 
Dreams From My Real Father is iiol Joel Gilbeil's first DVD documentaiy to present a 

wild conspiracy ilieory that attempts to completely rewrite the life of a world-famous 

individual with .stories of cover-ups that extended over whole decades, and claims of 

Kstoni.shing new evidence that Gilbert says he uncovered. In 2010, Gilbert, wrote and 

produced Fruil .VlcCartney Really l.s Dead; 'I'hc i.asl Testament of George Itarrison, and in 

January 2012 he released J.ilvis l-ouiul Alive. Both were projects of Gilbert's production 

company, Highway 61 Entertainment. 

Paul (available on Netflix streaming) makes the case that Paul McCartney died in 1966 

and was replaced in the Beatles by a doppleganger. Gilbert's website claims that in 2005, 

he received a mysterious envelope with no return address, containing two microcasettes 

that featur-ed George Harrison's extended confession of the cover-up. Images of the 

envelope and tapes are prominently featured in the film and on Liu; wehsile. In his 

introduction to the film, Gilbert says that he had the tapes tested by "three diffci'enl 

forensic labs." The audio of 'George' is then used as the movie's narration for the 

following hour and a half. 

Finis, by contrast, argues that the King of Rock and Roll did mil die in 1977, but instead 

faked his death and lived on as a federal drug enforcement agent named "Jon Burrows." 

As in Paul, Gilbert says he obtained previously-secret evidence to support this claim, this 

time through a Freedom of Information Act request. Gilbert features himself 

prominently in the film, as he claims to track down the liNdng Elvis, who he interviews 

and convinces to record a new album. Somewhat inexplicably, Gilbert's Elvis even rants 

about Bill Ayers and "Barry Soeloro," conveniently segueing into Gilbert's next project. 

Of course, in Dreams From My Real Father, the claim is that President Obaina's entire 

life.story is fictionali/ed, beginning before his birth, and that he is the biological and 

ideological son of poet Pr ank Marehall Davis. Just as in the other two films, Gilbert has 

insisted that this movie's claims are also based on astonishing evidence he gathered, even 

though the movie consists of almost nothing but existing footage and publicly available 

photos. Whatever extraordinary 'evidence' Gilbert obtained during his supposed trips to 

Hawaii somebuw failed to make it onscreen. And just as Paul was nar rated by a supposed 

George Harrison, and Elvis prominently featured the voiceover of a supposed elderly Mr. 

Presley, Dreams is narrated by an Obama soundaiike. 

There are plenty of reviews of tliese films online, detailing just how ridiculous and fact-

impaired they are. The DVD'J'aik t wiews are prn iiculaiiy thor-ot.igh. One review offered 
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lip a description of Oilherl's work that perfectly encapsiilateii his Dreanis as well; 'The 

allefjciUons ure so [ireiiosUiivus, we ware laiighiny out loud; had this been evidence 

offered in a courtroom, we'd have been removed." 

With almost no lime wasted, Paul gels off to an inauspicious start. Just after the opening 

montage and before Gilbert's inlroduction, this establishing shot appears: 

If you think that looks Photoshopped...you're right. It's n slock image of an ofrice 

building, with a fake "Highway 6i Kntertainment" logo slapped on it: 

www.shutterstock.com - 24660452 

Two minutes in, and Gilbeit is already lying to his viewers. (Oh, and to any Birthers 

reading, that i.s how you prove something was Photoshopped.) 

There's also an intriguing tidbit at the other end of Paul, in the closing credits. Lance 

Lewman is listed as one of two "Researchers" on the film. Lewman is a profo.ssional 

VII id'.over .•iiilsl who just happened to also narrate two of Gilbert's other films: Atomic 

Jihad and Farewell Israel. If Gilbert simply hired his previous narrator to fake a British 

accent, then thtit makes his 'my.sterious envelope' story all the more contemptible. 

Nowadays, Gilbert would likely defend his Paul and Elvis films on the grounds that they 

weren't meant to be serious. On the I lighway fn website, they are listed under the 

category of "Spoofs/Mockumentaries." 
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That categoiy, however, is a.relatively new acltlilion to Gilbert's company website. 
Previously, Paul and FAvis were promoted as straightforward documentaries, both in the 
films themselves and in Gilbert's promotional efforts. Gilbert's company website usi'il to 
li.st Paul directly alongside his Middle-East documentary Atomic Jihad and one of his 
Bob Dylan retrospectives. As mentioned above, the introduction to Paul has Gilbert 
directly telling his audience a story about how he received the mysterious tapes in the 
mail, and how he spent five years having them scientifically te.sted. In Ihi.s interview, 
Gilbert claims to have commissioned scientific testing oii the mysterious tapes he says 
were mailed to him: 

Gilbert: "we do have in L.A. forensic equipment in different film studios that we've 
worked with as well as somebody who's actually had some experience with the 
police. We went to thi ec different places, each time tiying to get a little more 
sophisticated in our comparison...we found out that the voice did match up quite 
well with some recordings and interviews from Harrison from the late '90s that 
he'd given and that it was extremely close to that. And that's how each time we 
tried to nail it a little closer to the point where we were told it's a liigh likelihood it 
is Harrison." 

And, of course, if Paul was just a 'mockumentary' narrated by a George impereonator, 
then that means Gilbert was lying through his teeth when he discussed all these 
supposed forensic tests, and the "high likelihood" that it's Harrison's actual voice. In 
iitmtlier interview, Gilbert claims his attorney said "the usage of Harrison's voice is legal 
because the film is a both journalism and a documentary." Documentary, he said. Not 
spoof. 

Nowhere is Gilbert's subsequent.change-of-tuiie more obvious than on the film websites 
themselves. 

Tlie image to the right shows 
the .Paul welxsite as it appears 
today. It begins: .\rjA'-CDiAr pA 

assssss- R3«t: 1 

The "Paul is Dead" urban 
legend that exploded 
worldwide in 1969 was 
considered a hoax. In this 
mockumentaiy spoof of 
"Paul-Is-Dead," a voice on 
mysterious tapes reveals a 
secret Beatles history, 
chronicling McCartney's 
fatal accident. A package arrives from London with no return address. Inside are 
two mini-cassette audio tapes dated December 30,1999 and labeled THE LAST 
TESTAMENT OF GEORGE HARRISON... 

It plainly says "mockumentai7 spoof in the second sentence. But that language wasn't 
added to the website until sometime after July 2011, The Paul website as it appeared in 
20.10, both before and after the DVD's September 2010 release, told a different story. It 
spotlighted Highway 6i's rale far more prominently, instead of the passive-voice 
construction of today ("A package arrives" "audio tapes dated"),, and it never used the 
words "mockumentary" or "spoof at all. Instead, as seen on the bottom right, it 
advertised the film as being a perfectly serious investigative expose: 

Until now, the "Paul is 
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Dead" mystery that 
exploded worldwide in 
igbg was considered a 
hoax. However, in this 
film, George Harrison 
reveals a secret Beatles 
history, chronicling 
McCartney's fatal 
accident, the mver up, 
dozens of unknown clues, 
and a dangerous cat and 
mouse game with 
"Maxwell," the Beatles' 
M.I5 handler, as John Lennon became increasingly reckless with the secret. 
Harrison also insists that Lennon was assassinated in 1980 after he threatened 
finally expose "Paul McCartney" as an imposter! 

to 

Highway 61 l-.ntertainment has corroborated most of George Harrison's stunning 
account of the conspiracy to hide McCartney's tragic death. Harrison's complete 
audio tapes narrate this film that includes all the newly unearthed evidence. The 
Last Tustameiil of George Harrison may prove to be the most important 
document of rock and roll history, leaving little doubt that PAUL MiiCARTNEY 
REALLY IS DEAD! 

What Gilbert says in 201a is a "mockumentary spoof," in 2010 he was promoting as "the 
most important document of rock and roll histoiy." Similarly, in UO12, he's claiming that 
the content of Dreams would eai n any journalist a Pulitzer; what will he be saying about 
it two years from now? 

Gilbert did the same rewriting of history with his Elvis movie, but even more blatantly. 
Here's a screciisliol ol." l-.lvisPuiindAlivc.com circa the release of the DVD: 

And here is ElvisFoundAlive.com as it appears today: 
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First sentence then: "ELVIS has been FOUND, ALIVE!" 

First sentence now; "In this new mockumentai7 spoof of Elvis theories, Elvis has been 
FOUND ALIVE!" 

And it wasn't just on his individual promotional websites that Gilbert did this. His 
original [.u ess releasf.s and promotional materials treated the films as perfectly serious, 
and never used the word "mockumentaiy," Reviews noted that the movies were 
advertised as "documentaries." The.OVD .sleeves didn't call themselves "mpckumentaries" 
or "spoofs." And Gilbert gave multiple int(?r\'iew.s about the Paul film where he claimed 
the movie was a completely serious investigative piece, including dOuhling-down on the 
'ui\'slerious envelope' baekstory. 

Even over at the Internet.Movie Database, Gilbert's Pnu/ is loday categorized under three 
genres: "Documentaiy 1 Fantasy | Music," But back in September 20.10, just after the 
DVD was released, it had just one genre label: "Documentary." 

Wlien one is confronted with questionable evidence, a basic question to always ask is 
"How credible is the soui ce'?" Has he made grand pronouncements before, only to be 
subsequently proven wrong? Has he made similar mistakes in the past? Does he simply 
have a history of lying, and recycling the same sorts of lies? 

In 20.10, .Joel Gilbert made a DVD movie about Paul McCartney where he declared to the 
world that he'd uncovered astonishing new evidence that would rewrite Paul's life as. we 
know it...until he later changed his tune and said that if was just a big joke. 

In 2011, Joel Gilbert made a DVD movie about Elvis Presley where he declared to the 
world that, he'd uncovered astonishing new evidence that would rewrite Elvis' life as we 
know it...until he later changed his tune and said that it was just a big joke. 

In 2012, Joel Gilbert made a DVD movie about Barack-Obama where he declared to the 
world thiit he'd uncovered astonishing new evidence that would rewrite Obama's life as 
we know it... 

...who do yon think the Joke's on this time? 

1-011 I.I) l.iV I.OIUIM .VI 1 l;3:5 AM 
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BarackryphBl; Fever Dreams From My Real Father #7: Gilbert's "Mockumentarics" 

• Kaleokiialoha October 19, 2012 at 3:48 PM 

Bravo! As the ACTUAL son of Frank Marshall Davis, I shall definitely reference 
this analysis in my column regarding the disinformation campaign at 
http;//kaieokualoha2878577.newsvine 
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